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Chapter 1

Keith, his mother and father went on a trip from Ohio to California. They drove for 3 weeks across the United States. Keith's family went to a hotel.

Adapted from the original text, *The Mouse and the Motorcycle*, by Beverly Cleary.
Adapted from the original text, *The Mouse and the Motorcycle*, by Beverly Cleary.

Keith has his own room.

Keith plays with his toy cars and motorcycle.
Chapter 2

Ralph is a mouse.

Ralph looks through a small hole in Keith's room. Ralph is excited when he sees an apple on the table.

Adapted from the original text, The Mouse and the Motorcycle, by Beverly Cleary.
Ralph is hungry.

Ralph sees Keith's mom drop the apple in the garbage. Ralph is disappointed.

Ralph sees the toy cars and motorcycle.

Ralph is excited. Ralph sits on the motorcycle.

Adapted from the original text, *The Mouse and the Motorcycle*, by Beverly Cleary.
The phone rings and scares Ralph.

Ralph fell into the garbage.
Chapter 3

Ralph is stuck in the garbage.

Ralph is afraid.

Ralph hides underneath the apple and falls asleep.

Adapted from the original text, The Mouse and the Motorcycle, by Beverly Cleary.
Chapter 4

Keith finds Ralph in the garbage.

Keith talks to Ralph

Keith tells Ralph he must say a "pb-pb-b-b" noise.

Ralph drives the motorcycle.

Adapted from the original text, The Mouse and the Motorcycle, by Beverly Cleary.
Chapter 5

Ralph goes around the hotel.

Ralph runs from a dog.

Ralph hides. The hotel man named Matt sees.

Ralph and talks to Ralph.

Keith's mother sees Ralph and screams.

Adapted from the original text, *The Mouse and the Motorcycle*, by Beverly Cleary.
Adapted from the original text, *The Mouse and the Motorcycle*, by Beverly Cleary.
Chapter 6

Ralph and Keith talk a lot.

Keith puts the motorcycle under his bed.

Ralph asks Keith to bring him a peanut butter sandwich.

Ralph eats the sandwich at breakfast.

Adapted from the original text, *The Mouse and the Motorcycle*, by Beverly Cleary.
Chapter 7

Ralph is hiding under the bed.

The maid starts to vacuum. The maid sings loudly.

The vacuum is close to Ralph.

Finally, the maid unplugs the vacuum.

Ralph hides in the sheet cart.

Adapted from the original text, The Mouse and the Motorcycle, by Beverly Cleary.
Chapter 8

Ralph sees the sheet cart is moving.

Ralph moved into the laundry room in the hotel.

Ralph jumps off the sheet cart.

Ralph does not take the motorcycle.

Adapted from the original text, *The Mouse and the Motorcycle*, by Beverly Cleary.
Chapter 9

Adapted from the original text, *The Mouse and the Motorcycle*, by Beverly Cleary.
Ralph feels bad.

Ralph lost the motorcycle.

Keith returns with a gift for Ralph.

Keith gave Ralph a motorcycle helmet made of a ping pong ball and rubber band.

Adapted from the original text, *The Mouse and the Motorcycle*, by Beverly Cleary.
Ralph told Keith the problem.

Ralph lost the motorcycle. Keith was very upset.

Keith was sad that Ralph could not be trusted with his favorite motorcycle.
The next morning, Ralph returns to the mouse hole.

Ralph tells his mouse family that breakfast will come soon.

Ralph is surprised to see his family was upset.
The hotel workers want to kill mice.

The hotel workers saw holes in the sheets.

The hotel workers think mice ate the sheets.

Ralph thinks of an idea.

Ralph will ask Keith for food.

Adapted from the original text, *The Mouse and the Motorcycle*, by Beverly Cleary.
Chapter 10

Keith returns from hiking.

Keith feels very sick.

Keith can't bring Ralph food.

Ralph's family is worried about Keith's health.

Keith needs Aspirin.

Ralph must think how to get Aspirin.

Adapted from the original text, The Mouse and the Motorcycle, by Beverly Cleary.
Chapter 11

Adapted from the original text, *The Mouse and the Motorcycle*, by Beverly Cleary.
Ralph gets stuck in a cup.

Two teachers decide to let Ralph out of the cup.

The two teachers put Ralph outside.

Adapted from the original text, *The Mouse and the Motorcycle*, by Beverly Cleary.
Chapter 12

Ralph goes back into the hotel.

Ralph finds an aspirin.

Ralph drags the aspirin up the stairs to Keith.

Ralph asks Keith to borrow the toy ambulance.

Ralph wants to deliver the medicine.

Adapted from the original text, *The Mouse and the Motorcycle*, by Beverly Cleary.
Adapted from the original text, *The Mouse and the Motorcycle*, by Beverly Cleary.

Ralph almost gets caught by a man and a dog.

Ralph gives Keith the aspirin.

Ralph puts the aspirin on the bed table.
Adapted from the original text, The Mouse and the Motorcycle, by Beverly Cleary.
Keith decides to leave the motorcycle for Ralph.

Keith and Ralph make a motorcycle garage.

Ralph and Keith promise to remember their time together.